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Abstract 

Stories are one of the oldest forms of communication, and still have the power to shape cultural change. New 

and revised stories can help us address global challenges of energy, climate and society by offering visions and 

imagined futures that influence public discourse and policy. Old stories, even religious myths, could serve as 

inspiration and be recast to serve us today.  

Dominant narratives can silence or marginalise other stories and perspectives, limiting imagined futures, while 

giving comfort and order – such is the cultural narrative of modern economic growth. But they could also be 

benign, inspiring and unifying in difficult times, when great changes are needed.  

Crises and external shocks, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, are disruptions that open windows of opportunity 

for change, making new or previously unpopular visions of the word more acceptable. Early in the pandemic, 

quiet streets and improved air quality gave glimpses of another world; social inequalities became more evident in 

differences in access to green outdoor space and ability to work and study online. Reactions to the pandemic 

highlighted a struggle between a desire for social change with a focus on wellbeing, and a push to return to 

‘normal’. Alternative visions of the future, catalysed by this disruption, could help fast forward change.  

We suggest single stories are not enough to imagine and move towards desirable futures. Rather an ‘ecosystem 

of stories’ is needed as they ebb and flow in their influence, with new stories sitting alongside old ones, 

sometimes engaged in a struggle for domination. We argue that our current culture often emphasises ‘hero 

stories’ (with people, technology or even markets as heroes). Policy scenarios often lack stories of stewardship 

and caring, and similarly avoid engagement with precautionary tales of failure and environmental collapse. We 

conclude that policy should draw on a variety of imagined futures from a broader selection of actors and 

communities to enable systemic change. 

Introduction and background 

Stories and myths shape how we see the world. From history and legend of how things came to be the way they 

are today, to visions of what the future can, should, or will look like, stories and myths help us make sense of the 

world. They play an important cultural role, having helped create shared beliefs, purposes and norms throughout 

human history (Moezzi, Janda, and Rotmann 2017).  Beyond personal views of the world, shared visions of the 

future play an important role in setting policy agendas and driving technological development in the present. It 

is, therefore, crucial that in facing the great challenges today, in terms of climate change and broader questions 

of energy systems and environmental collapse, we consider what stories we hold to, and what we believe the 

future will hold. As we shall see, some are calling for new stories and myths to face climate change, as the 

business as usual perspective does not seem to support the changes we need. 

In recent work (Bergman and Janda, forthcoming) we considered the role of dominant narratives, and how the 

narrative of ‘modern economic growth’ limits our visions of energy futures, and therefore narrows our 

possibilities to address climate change (and sustainability challenges more broadly).  We concluded there, in 



solidarity with Janda and Topouzi (2015), that more than one story is needed, and that an ecosystem of stories 

concept might be useful. In this paper we develop our previous work by beginning with those conclusions. This 

paper starts by describing some of the facets of natural ecosystems and how they change over time. We use these 

concepts to help us consider what an ecosystem of stories might look like, with a focus on how change occurs 

over time. In particular, we focus on the idea of external shocks.  We then look at how shocks to the system can 

enable changes to our stories and narratives, and consider the possibility of using the COVID-19 recovery period 

to reframe our energy and sustainability futures, including the economics questions it has raised. We end with a 

discussion and some conclusions.  

As background for our discussion, we introduce the main terms and concepts we will use. A few of the terms we 

find useful in exploring this topic are: stories, narratives, and visions. These terms can be interpreted differently, 

so we focus on how we use them here. Story is the broadest term, and the most common in the English language. 

Stories are considered to be one of the earliest forms of human communication. They typically have a beginning, 

middle, and end; involve a protagonist; and may be about the past, the present, or the future.  In contrast, 

narratives are more formal than stories. A narrative is a constructed story, portrayed as non-fiction, which shows 

development from problem emergence to resolution. They can be generated by institutions to reflect general 

discourse about an issue. Their written formality makes them more accessible to analysis than stories, which may 

appear in a broader variety of forms (including images and utterances) (Moezzi, Janda, and Rotmann 2017). 

Visions can be thought of as broadly imagined futures; they are shared stories of how the future might unfold. 

Visions have been defined as ‘elaborations of a desirable and (more or less) plausible future’ (McDowall and 

Eames 2006, 1238). Imagined futures inevitably include assumptions about technology, economics, society and 

more, so visions can be considered inherently normative (Bergman, Schwanen, and Sovacool 2017).  

Central to our thinking in this paper is Janda and Topouzi’s (2015) ‘system of stories’ framework. They argue 

that current energy efficiency research generally tells a hero story, where technology is the hero who saves the 

day. Less attention is given to the learning story about how technologies interact with social systems, or a caring 

story about whether and how we accept responsibility for, institutionalize, govern, and maintain physical 

infrastructure. Energy efficiency advocates also avoid telling the horror story of devastating failures, such as an 

Australian insulation programme suspended after workers’ deaths and house fires (Tiffen 2010). This paper 

considers not only multiple stories, but how they relate to each other.  

Narratives of nature and ecosystems 

Much as we construct narratives about social structures (e.g., capitalism is good and efficient or unfair and 

extractive), we also construct narratives about the natural world.  This section briefly refers to some basic 

Western views of nature and then discusses some highlights of our understanding of ecology and ecosystems. 

How does nature work? 

In her classic book The Death of Nature Carolyn Merchant discusses how Western thought evolved from a belief 

that the world around us (including rocks and the earth) are alive, to a way of thinking where these elements are 

dead (Merchant 1980). Early Western thought, she argues, associated the earth with motherhood. However, as 

mining and the other extractive industries became more important, these concepts were challenged and 

eventually subsumed by a perspective where these elements and the earth around them were considered inert. 

Therefore, mining resources is not an immoral act. This extends to various ores (e.g., gold, silver, iron), gems 

(e.g., diamonds), and fossil fuels. One could opine that if we still managed to think of the earth as alive, the 

relentless pursuit of coal and oil might have been slightly less vigorous.  

What about parts of nature that are more obviously alive? Trees grow; animals are born and die. Trees take 

nutrients from the earth and compete with each other for light, water and air. Animals consume plants or each 

other to sustain their lives. As humans, we consume nature for our sustenance and energy.  Even vegans eat 

plants. And what beyond consumption governs the ability of species to thrive and grow?  Darwinian theories of 

evolution teach us that the fittest within a species will survive.  

To our way of thinking, this idea of technological progress, innovation and domination may itself be somewhat 

outmoded.  Today’s world needs processes that successfully incorporate multiple forms of equity for various 

groups that are expanding their social legitimacy (think race relations; gender identities) while also providing 

solutions for climate change and a pandemic. What other frames of thought can we use to think about how the 

ways in which different parts of the world might be organised in the future?  Will a new social order be broadly 

unified under a multinational flag of a one-size-fits-all solution (e.g., wind and solar powered heat pumps and 

electric cars), or will it reflect many different local optima, as yet to be determined?  



Our purpose in exploring nature and ecosystems asks the question: how do multiple species interact with each 

other over time in a sustainable way? In this endeavour, we are broadly construing a “story” in society as 

equivalent to a species in an ecosystem. But first, we need to discuss the story of nature itself. 

To begin our investigation of the story of nature, let us look at contrasting Western historical notions of nature as 

both harmony and discord. The notion of nature as a form of harmony is literally at least as old as the Bible. This 

idea posits that it is possible to have a “peaceable kingdom” where the lion lies down with the lamb. American 

painter Edward Hicks so liked this idea that he painted hundreds of widely popular scenes of lions, lambs, and 

treaties between the English settlers and the native Americans between 1820 and his death in 1849.1 Contrary to 

and concurrent with this concept of nature as harmony, there is also the idea of “nature, red in tooth and claw”, 

which is reflected in an Alfred Tennyson poem published in 1850. In this interpretation, nature is competitive 

(rather than harmonious) and dangerous (rather than peaceful). It has no intelligence, no design, no purpose 

(from a human standpoint). This view mirrored evolving ideas about natural science, which challenged (and are 

still challenging) a number of religious beliefs about the world and its creation.   

We might consider a more recent narrative of ‘nature as victim’ – and its intentional usage. A classic example of 

this is Rachel Carson’s (1962) book Silent Spring. Lockwood (2012) discusses how Carson placed affect at the 

centre of environmental narratives, mobilising private feelings (especially anger) into political action. 

Killingsworth and Palmer (2000) analyse Silent Spring as ‘science nonfiction literature’: it is development of 

myth, which they see as ‘collective narratives reaching beyond the boundaries of any specialized body of 

knowledge and touching the heart of a society’s emotional, spiritual, and intellectual consciousness’ (p 175-176). 

They praise Carson’s storytelling skills in invoking myth in an argument and ability to balance ‘apocalyptic 

warnings and millennial hope’, a difficulty still present today in eco-activist writing. Carson tapped into 

American anxiety of cold war and nuclear fallout, turning against the chemical industries with a story of 

environmental decline (Merchant 2004). This has influenced environmental writing since then, including the 

work of Bill McKibben, one of the founders of the divestment from fossil fuels movement who suggested moral 

outrage might be the key to change. 

How do ecosystems work? 

So, which of these views of nature is “right”?  An ecologist might say that they both are, depending on which 

species you are looking at, where they live, and what is happening in the ecosystem they inhabit. National 

Geographic defines an ecosystem as “a geographic area where plants, animals, and other organisms, as well as 

weather and landscape, work together to form a bubble of life.”2 A complete description of how ecologists view 

ecosystems is beyond the scope of this paper.  But in brief, ecologists seek to understand the real world in 

particular places.  Ecologists understand that different ecosystems are different, and that they evolve over time 

according to various biotic (living) and abiotic (non-living, e.g., air, soil, water, temperature, chemistry) factors.  

Interestingly, the biotic components of an ecosystem can relate to each other in at least five different ways: 

predation, competition, mutualism, commensalism, and amensalism3. It is not a just a choice between harmony 

or fangs.  Ecosystems can be large or small, they can develop and mature. But even a stable, mature ecosystem 

(or “climax community”) can be subject to change due to perturbations in the balance of its biotic and abiotic 

components. As we discuss the panoply of environmental narratives below, we invite the reader into our thought 

experiment. Do the current stories of environment and economics constitute a mature, well-balanced ecosystem 

capable of withstanding shocks, or an intermediate one that might be ripe for succession? 

Environmental and economic narratives 

Our energy futures are visions informed not only by the uses of energy, but by our economic and environmental 

narratives. Over the last few decades, we've seen different narratives at play as the tension between environment 

and economic growth came into focus. The question of addressing climate change, as well as environmental and 

social sustainability more broadly, can be seen very differently depending on economic and cultural narratives. 

This section unpacks some of this context, drawing on our recent work (Bergman and Janda, forthcoming).   

Dominant narratives – Apex predators or keystone species? 

Environmental history highlights how we separate story (that which we include) from ‘non-story’ (that which we 

exclude). Presenting one vision of reality by obscuring large portions of that reality is a powerful rhetorical 

 
1 https://www.worcesterart.org/collection/American/1934.65.html 
2 https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/ecosystem/ 
3 https://sciencing.com/five-types-ecological-relationships-7786.html 



weapon: ‘Narrative succeeds to the extent that it hides the discontinuities, ellipses and contradictory experiences 

that would undermine the intended meaning of its story’ (Cronon 1992, 1349–50).  

For Merchant (2004), we are socialised into a dominant narrative, a story which society tells itself. That narrative 

is often the story told to itself by the dominant society of which we are a part. “We internalize narrative as 

ideology, a story told by people in power. Once we identify ideology as a story – powerful and compelling, but 

still only a story – we realize that by rewriting the story, we can begin to challenge the structures of power. We 

recognize that all stories can and should be challenged.” (Merchant 2004, 240–41) 

What dominant narrative do we tell ourselves today in Western society? Consider the evolution of the story of 

nature discussed above. Drawing on environmental history, Barca (2011) critiques the mainstream narrative of 

the industrial revolution. The industrial revolution is at the core of a narrative of progress and modernity, 

shaping perceptions of (economic) development. It has been symbolically represented as the victory of humanity 

over nature, liberation from the barriers of pre-industrial society, and even compared to the myth of Prometheus 

stealing fire from the gods. An example of the last is the title of David Landes’s influential book on economic 

history, The Unbound Prometheus (1969).  

This narrative often ignores limits of resources. Barca suggests that the new energy system portrays capitalism 

as the hero, the Prometheus of the industrial revolution. Barca calls this the mainstream ‘modern economic 

growth’ narrative and argues that it “systematically silences environmental and social costs and the global 

inequalities incorporated into current energy regimes” (Barca 2011: 1309). Our dominant narrative is then 

modern economic growth, more recently morphed into green growth, as we discuss below. Meanwhile, 

environmental historians highlight a different narrative, including concerns over environmental pollution, public 

health and depletion of resources.  

Empirical credibility 

Our stories do have constraints: they must make ecological sense, as the natural world transcends narrative 

power (e.g., Cronon 1992). This is similar to König’s (2006) ‘empirical credibility’, the notion that frames must 

match real world events to become culturally resonant. However, this match is often mediated by mainstream 

discourses and media, and in the era of ‘post-truth’ and ‘fake news’, empirical credibility might become less of a 

requirement in the realm of politics.  

Dryzek et al. (2019) explore how the glut of opportunities to express our views is a problem for democracy as 

information overload makes it harder to separate the signal from the noise. Moreover, the “declining complexity 

in arguments means a growing mismatch between the simple solutions offered by political leaders and real 

complex problems” (Dryzek et al. 2019). Social media in particular can shape our perception of the world, 

possibly becoming a catalyst for social change (Folke et al. 2020). It could both hamper the spread of scientific 

information relating to climate change, but also catalyse social organisation for change.  

Despite social media, the empirical credibility of climate change, for example, does come through. Verlie (2019) 

describes how children striking against climate change in Australia experience an ‘existential whiplash’, as they 

are caught between a culture of consumerism driven by fossil fuels and mounting evidence of the dangers of 

climate change. Australian adults, meanwhile, acknowledge that climate change is real, but continue to live as 

though it’s not. The dissonance as Australia experiences more extreme climate change is ‘the absurdity of the 

double life’, living in two incompatible realities, described decades ago in an anti-nuclear weapon book (Lifton 

and Falk 1982).  

Beyond the individual dissonance, we could consider the different narratives of nature and how they relate to 

each other. Merchant (2004) focuses on the ‘recovery’ narratives, which envisage the creation of a future garden 

of Eden, often drawing on a framing of the distant past as a place where people had a sustainable relationship 

with nature. This recovery story is a mainstream narrative of Western culture; it follows the ‘mastering’ of nature 

narrative, modern suburbs and parks as a veneer covering the destruction of nature, and all too often ignoring the 

poor who live with unhidden pollution. Merchant highlights the tension between the recovery story and the 

‘decline of Eden’ story, the latter highlighting environmental crisis through overconsumption and 

overdevelopment. The decline narratives include environmental and feminist recovery narratives, which could 

complement the hero story of technological determinism with the caring and learning stories necessary to halt 

the decline. 

Growth and competing narratives  

To Cronon (1992), (environmental) history can be seen as an endless struggle between competing narratives and 

values. An ongoing policy-relevant example of competing narratives is in the framing of the relationship 

between growth and the environment, including the role of states and markets. Gómez-Baggethun and Naredo 



(2015) track the evolution of two narratives competing in recent decades, and how they have been heavily 

influenced by international sustainability policy, including energy policy.  

In the first narrative, ecological economics highlights empirical credibility, showing the constraints on our 

stories: perpetual economic (and population) growth on a finite planet is impossible. An influential example 

supporting this point of view is The Limits to Growth (Meadows et al. 1972). The 1973 oil crisis strengthened 

the view that resources were limited.  

In contrast, the neoliberal narrative asserted that deregulated and liberalized energy markets would improve 

economic efficiency. This narrative gained strength in the 1980s. The case for growth was made strongly in the 

Brundtland Report (1987), which asserted that growth was the solution to environmental and social problems, as 

it was poverty that placed pressure on environmental resources. This claim helped make the case for global 

economic growth (Gómez-Baggethun and Naredo 2015), and shows how this narrative has evolved into ‘green 

growth’. The Bruntland Report demonstrates how the modern economic growth narrative is tied to stories of 

(individual) wellbeing, assuming that growth is the route to tackling poverty. It is here further tied to solving 

environmental problems, although the link between poverty and environmental damage has been discredited, 

with the evidence suggesting wealthier people’s environment footprint is (on average) much larger than that of 

poor people. More recent narratives even discuss the ‘polluter elite’; for example, a report showing that over the 

period 1990–2015, nearly half of the growth in global emissions was due to the world’s wealthiest 10% (Newell, 

Daley, and Twena 2021). 

The narrative of economic growth and free trade is dominant in international environmental policy, although it 

has failed to mitigate climate change or reverse resource depletion and damage to the ecological life support 

systems (Gómez-Baggethun and Naredo 2015). This failure, along with growing recent awareness of climate 

change impacts, suggests that the green growth narrative might be failing its empirical credibility check; 

however, this narrative is still strong.  

Narrowing the debate 

The dominant green growth narrative narrows the debate around sustainability in several ways. First, 

sustainability is often narrowly defined as reducing CO2 emissions; this obscures parts of reality, such as 

sustainability beyond emissions, including environmental and social issues. Second, technological solutions are 

generally the preferred option. Third, the preferred trajectory – towards a high-tech version of the present – is 

often portrayed as the only plausible way forward, marginalising other options. 

For example, a case study of personal transport futures in the UK (Bergman, Schwanen, and Sovacool 2017; 

Bergman 2017) considers visions of future transport involving electric vehicles found in policy relevant 

documents. The research found strong support for a future consistent with the green growth narrative: A high-

tech version of the present was preferred, where travel continues to be dominated by privately owned cars and 

high demand. Technology, in the form of electric (or other low-carbon) vehicles was portrayed as the solution to 

sustainability issues, which were mostly reduced to CO2 emissions; people were reduced to consumers whose 

behaviour was simplified to the choice of vehicle they purchased. Deeper transitions, which could include 

significant changes to travel behaviour, were largely absent or marginalised. This future vision is in line with 

Janda and Topouzi’s (2015) hero story, with technology (and markets) as the hero solving climate change by 

reducing emissions. One of the conclusions from this research was that a broader range of visions from a broader 

selection of actors might give us more policy options and leave us better prepared for the future. 

Learning from failure 

One of the results of narrowing the debate is the focus on success. Costanza’s (2000, 1999) work demonstrates 

that visions are often built on ideas of success, and encourages us to consider deleterious effects of failure. In 

particular, what might happen if we put all our hope in technology and none in our societal institutions. This 

perspective encourages us to see multiple futures and recognize how misplaced faith in our own cleverness may 

lead us towards an avoidable apocalypse. Janda and Topouzi (2015) similarly argue that the singular focus on 

hero stories (think ‘best practices’) teaches us to learn from successes rather than failures. 

The failures could be Janda and Topouzi’s (2015: 520) horror story, ‘the tale that no one wants to tell’. The 

horror stories might make us disengage from action, cleaving to the hero story, rather than engage in caring and 

learning stories. For example, while fear-inducing climate change communications “have much potential for 

attracting people’s attention to climate change, fear is generally an ineffective tool for motivating genuine 

personal engagement” (O’Neill and Nicholson-Cole 2009: 355). This poses a serious challenge both for climate 

scientists in getting their message across, and for environmental movements, who could alienate people rather 

than engaging them. 



In this section, we suggested that our economy, and therefore our energy policies, are dominated by the modern 

economic growth narrative. This narrative has taken on sustainability in a narrow manner only as ‘green growth’, 

focusing on technology and success, and avoiding learning from failure, which could hamper attempts to address 

climate change and broader issues. To understand the power of the modern economic growth narrative, we must 

consider how it ties together a system of stories around technological progress, wellbeing, and consumerism. We 

illustrate this by returning to the example of UK transport futures. Bergman (2017) showed how the electric 

vehicle narrative tied together framings of not only economic growth, but also of markets successfully choosing 

the ‘best’ solution; consumer choice as an inviolable right, linked to freedom; technology portrayed as positive 

progress; and continued automobility, i.e., high-demand transport based on a culture and infrastructure of 

privately owned vehicles. The electric vehicle narrative did not engage with the unsustainable elements of 

transport beyond greenhouse gas emissions (and local air pollution). This story of success is more in line with 

incumbent interests and more palatable, politically, than narratives of deeper systemic changes to our transport 

system that may question individual right to unlimited travel, and automobility itself.  

We turn next to look at the effects of shock on our narratives, focusing on the COVID-19 pandemic and lessons 

for economic narratives.  

Shocks and COVID-19 

External shocks such can generate windows of opportunity for new narratives and significant policy 

development (Thomas 1999). The economic crisis of 2007-2009 has been studied as one possible ‘game 

changer’ (Loorbach et al. 2016), which can strengthen alternative stories and narratives.  The COVID-19 

pandemic is another such game changer: it has modified how we live and work, including accelerating shifts to 

online interactions and discrediting barriers to working from home. COVID-19 pushed some automation forward 

and strengthened experiments in alternative economic tools. For example, in South Korea, universal basic 

income (UBI) gained momentum during the pandemic, alongside the ‘untact’ (contact free) society gaining 

traction as automation reduced the need for some jobs (Gallo and Juhyun 2021).  

Early in the pandemic, quiet streets and improved air quality raised ideas of another way of life, with some 

calling for prioritising health and wellbeing over economic growth. For many people, lockdown slowed down 

life overnight, and some considered how to maintain the slower pace of life, as even before the pandemic people 

had been looking for ways to slow down (Eckhardt and Husemann 2018, 2020).  

Chatterton (2020) considers how COVID has given us new perspectives on urban problems: “After coronavirus, 

a key question emerges: what in essence, is a city for?” In the UK, within a week after the first lockdown began, 

the government instructed local councils to house all rough sleepers, which happened in various hostels and 

hotels in cities and towns up and down the country. While this may not have been a long-term solution, the 

narrative that homelessness is inevitable was called into question.  

Incredibly disruptive efforts have been taken to fight the pandemic, and Linnitt (2020) suggests: “These 

extraordinary measures are evidence of our collective ability to reconstruct a new sense of normal, rearranging 

our lives to fit a shifting landscape of novel and emerging priorities.” Linnitt goes on to discuss the gap between 

probable and possible; our shared sense of what is normal and probable is conditioned by both capitalism and 

our social histories (among other things), echoing Merchant’s description of dominant narrative as a story 

society tells itself and internalises as ideology. This can narrow possibilities, limiting our ability to respond. For 

example, recent work  (Schmidt-Scheele 2020) highlights that the plausibility of energy scenarios is central to 

their uptake, but plausibility is assessed differently by those constructing the scenarios and those using them. So, 

it’s not enough to tell a plausible story of the future; the audience has to accept it is, in fact, possible and 

desirable.  

Recovery – competing narratives (reprise of a theme?) 

Reactions to the pandemic illuminate a struggle between a push to return to ‘life as normal’ and a desire for 

social change, resonating with the main narrative themes of reactions to climate change. Indeed, the opportunity 

for change does not necessarily dictate the trajectory for change, and a better world or a worse one could emerge 

from our choices about how to cope with the pandemic (Ash 2020).   

We should consider whether the window for change is still open. On the one hand, the push for change is strong 

and “many young climate activists are critical of reviving growth, only a little greener, while leaving existing 

political and economic structures intact” (Marquardt 2020). On the other hand, ongoing research suggests the 

debate about a green recovery is already being dominated by private finance and intellectual and political elites, 

pushing for rescuing and relaunching the economy (Ferrando and Tischer 2020). The narrow debate crowds out 



more transformative voices and ideas from civil society and academia on addressing climate change, and thereby 

“establishes a false public narrative of agreed actions despite the numerous voices outside of this club” (ibid.). 

COVID, economics and the need for pluralism 

Critics suggest COVID-19 exposed weaknesses in the current model of globalisation, that Farrell and Newman 

(2020) term a built-in ‘fragile efficiency’. This efficiency over resilience is a result of increased global 

interdependence on the one hand, and firms’ elimination of redundancy in order to generate wealth on the other. 

This has led some to call for a rethink of the current global financial system, e.g., Ferrando and Tischer 

(Ferrando and Tischer 2020) discuss how “COVID-19 has emphasised the socio-economic fragility of global 

financial capitalism and represents the shock that may lead to an acceleration of political processes”. Calling for 

more fundamental change, Szymborska (2020) says “The coronavirus recovery ahead requires a new way of 

economic thinking – one that puts the wellbeing of society over individual success and fundamentally challenges 

what is valued and financially rewarded by the economy”. An example of a new, pluralistic way of thinking 

might be acknowledging the limitations of GDP as a measure of (societal) wellbeing. It does not do a good job 

of capturing social goals beyond growth, inequalities or environmental sustainability. Moving from a single story 

could consider other measures alongside it, such as the Human Development Index (HDI) and environmental 

impact indexes.  

A heterodox economics critique (Alves and Kvangraven 2020) suggests the inadequate response to COVID-19 

exposed the weakness in the economics discipline itself, calling into question the dominant economic paradigm. 

They suggest that economists find it difficult to even imagine different ways to do economics other than ‘market 

equilibrium’ and ‘human rationality’. King (2013, 17) finds that economics is “unique among the social sciences 

in having a single monolithic mainstream, which is either unaware of or actively hostile to alternative 

approaches”; this suggests the active pursuit of a single story or reproduction of a dominant narrative. King’s 

case for pluralism includes that first, “no theory can consider all relevant factors in any particular economic 

context,” and second, that “economic reality is fluid and subject to continuous change, so that the quest for a 

single, ‘general’ theory applicable to human behaviour in all societies, at all points in time, is a delusion” (p 18). 

This dominant economic paradigm could, then, be likened to an agricultural monoculture, grown to maximise 

yield and profit; however, it is not resilient in the face of shocks – a proverbial blight that can ruin the whole 

crop. 

Furthermore, economists, and to some extent all modern societies, find it hard to imagine a system that doesn’t 

assign a value to everything. Graeber (2011) discusses the false history of money: economic textbooks allude to 

money emerging from a previous barter system that was dissatisfactory and inefficient. The problem is, no 

anthropological research has found evidence for such a ‘pre-money’ barter system existing in any society; the 

mainstream economists’ view that barter was a ‘natural system’ has been rejected for decades, with no examples 

of a barter economy found, let along money emerging from it (Humphrey 1985). 

Mainstream economists view the COVID-19 pandemic as an external shock, a reflection of the view that the 

economy is separate from the rest of society. With part of the ‘normal’ economy shut down, the discipline 

struggles to offer solutions. The focus on efficiency over resilience has led to social fragilities, inequalities, and 

vulnerabilities – and left us unprepared for a pandemic crisis. Alves and Kvangraven conclude (p 158): “In the 

coming months and years, there will be a battle to define the narrative of the pandemic. We need an explanation 

of the crisis that is capable of seeing the economy as more than just markets and, rather, as embedded in society. 

It should be capable of linking the causes and consequences of the pandemic to our systems of production and 

distribution. A fundamental change in the prevailing economic narrative is necessary for a more just, robust, and 

democratic society”. 

Discussion and conclusions 

In this last section, we pull our different strands of thought together. We first consider the implications of the 

narrow mainstream economic narrative on our energy futures. Then we consider how narratives and visions of 

the future are created and used, and how opening them through wider public discourse to a broader set of ideas 

could yield more diverse energy futures.  

Energy and economics 

Energy futures are tightly linked to what is economically feasible and desirable. This applies not only to what is 

considered affordable or profitable in terms of low-carbon energy systems, but also in terms of upholding (or 

alternatively opposing) the current economic system. Within the modern economic growth narrative – which 

could even be termed a paradigm, the importance of economic growth, and therefore consumerism, plays an 



important role, as does the centrality of our current way of living (in the developed world). Squaring this with 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions has meant that until recently, the focus of much of climate mitigation 

research has been on supply-side technology solutions (e.g., Creutzig et al. 2018). 

Where demand-side management is discussed, it has focused on energy efficiency, primarily through 

technology. The energy efficiency narrative presumes future practices and energy services similar to current 

lifestyles, ‘stabilizing’ current standards of comfort, lighting and cleanliness. This hides the fact that demands 

and needs are neither constant nor fully predictable as they evolve (Shove 2018). This framing makes present 

ways of life non-negotiable, as seen in the UK government’s commitment to drastically reduce emissions 

without compromising current ways of life. This leaves energy efficiency, expressed primarily in technical 

solutions, as the only way forward (ibid.). 

The narrow worldview of modern economics is highly influential, and it limits our ability to see a variety of 

futures. It is Merchant’s internalised narrative – which is actually ideology, a story told by people in power. 

Stepping outside this narrative has much to offer. Rejecting the modern economic growth paradigm, the Heinrich 

Böll Foundation’s report, A Societal Transformation Scenario for Staying Below 1.5°C  (Kuhnhenn et al. 2020) 

asserts that reducing energy (and other) demand while increasing wellbeing is feasible; the difficulty is 

envisioning broader transformation. This and other narratives suggest that while the Global South might still 

need economic growth to improve wellbeing, the Global North does not; this ties to narratives of global justice 

and equality. It is related to the ‘contract and converge’ idea, a vision based on the ethics that “all of the world 

should enjoy symmetrical benefits of human knowledge and technology, meaning that all countries should live 

in roughly comparable conditions over time. There should be a gradual convergence of living standards, 

technologies, and demographic patterns in the course of this century” (Rockström et al. 2013, 20). 

Opening narratives to multiple pathways 

As energy futures can be powerful narratives that shape policy, we take a step back and consider what narratives 

are for and how they are used. The importance of transparency, responsibility and inclusiveness in design of 

future narratives is highlighted in various work. Discussing sustainable futures, a report from the Centre for 

Alternative Technology (Allen and Bottoms 2018, 50) tell us “When creating stories, snapshots and narratives 

about potential futures there is a responsibility to be transparent about the underlying assumptions – technical, 

economic and cultural – to bring the consideration of human and ecosystem impacts into the centre of modelling 

work, and to generate open discussion spaces on the work that is inclusive, to prevent the ‘danger of the single 

story’4 effect”. 

Narratives should support meaningful public discourse of the best way(s) forward towards a sustainable energy 

future. Recent energy sufficiency work (Darby and Fawcett 2018) provides a useful example, considering 

societal wellbeing alongside environmental sustainability. It draws on Raworth’s (2017) sustainable 

development ‘doughnut’, combining stories of social foundations and human needs with those of planetary limits 

and environmental concerns. It also opens up space for considering what our needs actually are, and how they tie 

in with wellbeing.  As Gardels (2008) observes, we need to move from measures of well-having to well-being.  

This is tricky because wellbeing, like happiness, can be difficult to define if it is not quantified. 

Scenario work is an example of a policy tool that can also support well-informed pluralistic discourse, expanding 

rather than narrowing ideas. Child et al. remind us that (2018, 332) “The ultimate goal of scenario modellers 

should always be to reduce uncertainty about the future, and to expand meaningful scientific and public 

discourse on the transition towards greater sustainability in global energy systems.” Schmidt-Scheele (2020) sees 

the role of energy scenarios to present a variety of plausible scenarios, specifically in order to highlight 

complexity and uncertainty in the decision-making context. Multiple pathways should even “push scenario users 

towards the edge of their own imagination of the future” (p 1), surprising them with previously unconsidered 

futures to enable better decision-making.  

A policy example of multiple pathways can be seen in the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The 

SDGs provide a series of motifs that together may need different kinds of stories to be told, compared with ones 

that follow discussions of modernity and growth. Their different focuses support a series of different visions and 

narratives, rather than one overarching imagined future. In fact, there are some tensions between the goals, and 

here too, it has been suggested that there are two ‘sides’ that are at odds with each other. One calls for achieving 

harmony with nature, the other for continued global economic growth (Hickel 2019). However, viewing the 

SDGs as different stories in an ecosystem might be more a productive approach, as complex issues of social and 

climate justice and different definitions of development are considered. To put it another way: we are not 

 
4 Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi. (July 2009) The Danger of a Single Story, TED Talk. Accessed from: https:// 

www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story 



claiming the SDGs provide a unified transformative narrative. Rather, we are suggesting that they could be seen 

as a set of building blocks that can be arranged in different ways. That is a step towards change, if not change 

itself. 

Final thoughts – ecosystems of stories 

Thinking about an ‘ecosystem’ of stories encourages us to think about the possibility of various combinations of 

ideas and environmental strategies thriving in particular places. This thought process itself is counterintuitive in 

a society that largely looks for quick wins, generalisable solutions, and economic efficiencies of scale. We are 

not suggesting a singular ecosystem of stories: we are suggesting there are many possible eco-social 

combinations, with different localised optima.  

In some places – for example, brand new master-planned cities in China and India – the modern economic 

growth narrative coupled with the hero story of technology is likely an appropriate and unavoidable starting 

point. But in existing places – including buildings, communities, and cities – this meta-narrative is more difficult 

to superimpose and enact. Once a design gets off the drawing board and into the real world, the biotic and abiotic 

elements (e.g., people, nature and technologies) combine into unique, complex eco-social systems. The stories of 

that place (for example, hero, learning, and caring stories) will vary and evolve, much as the species in an 

ecosystem do.   

We suggest that we live in a multiplicity of stories about the world around us, and that climate policy might 

benefit from acknowledging and broadening out this story ecosystem. Modern economic growth narratives, and 

specifically the ‘green growth’ stories, are insufficient for this purpose. An ecosystem of stories approach 

suggests different ways for dealing with green growth. Not by conquering it and replacing it with a new 

monoculture of ecotopia; but by thinking through how a diversity of choices and multiplicity of ideas can coexist 

in the same time and place. We leave open the question as to whether it will suffice to complement and alter 

modern economic growth narratives with other perspectives, or whether this duality of green growth versus other 

stories must be seen as a struggle.   

In conclusion, in this paper we suggested there is a need for a plurality of stories, just as there is a need for 

diversity in economic and ecological systems. The tensions between different stories are valuable in themselves 

as they can promote dialogue and make clear that there isn’t one solution to all sustainability related issues. We 

did not try to envision an uber-ecosystem of stories as a template for transition. Instead we raised questions 

about whether and how stories interact with each other and the observable truth over time. We have argued that 

an ecosystem model of stories could help us move beyond not just the dominant narrative, but the very idea of 

domination.  
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